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Guided Modes in a Waveguide Filled With a Pair of
Single-Negative (SNG), Double-Negative (DNG),
and/or Double-Positive (DPS) Layers
Andrea Alù and Nader Engheta, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Here we present the results of our theoretical anal-
ysis for guided modes in parallel-plate waveguides filled with pairs
of parallel layers made of any two of the following materials: 1) a
material with negative real permittivity, but positive real perme-
ability (epsilon-negative); 2) a material with negative real perme-
ability, but positive real permittivity (mu-negative); 3) a material
with both negative real permittivity and permeability (double-neg-
ative); and 4) a conventional material with both positive real per-
mittivity and permeability (double-positive) in a given range of fre-
quency. Salient properties of these guided modes are studied in
terms of how these materials and their parameters are chosen to
be paired, and are then compared and contrasted with those of the
guided modes in conventional waveguides. Special features such
as monomodality in thick waveguides and presence of TE modes
with no-cutoff thickness in thin parallel-plate waveguides are high-
lighted and discussed. Physical insights and intuitive justifications
for the mathematical findings are also presented.
Index Terms—Double-negative (DNG) material, left-handed
(LH) material, metamaterial, negative index material, negative
index of refraction, negative permeability, negative permittivity,
waveguide.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N 1967, Veselago postulated theoretically a material inwhich both permittivity and permeability were assumed to
have negative real values, and he analyzed plane-wave propa-
gation in such a medium, which he called “left-handed” (LH)
medium [1]. According to his analysis, in such a “double-nega-
tive” (DNG) [2] material, the Poynting vector of a plane wave is
antiparallel with its phase velocity. In recent years, Shelby et al.
[3], inspired by the work of Pendry et al. [4], [5], constructed
a composite medium in the microwave regime, by arranging
arrays of small metallic wires and split ring resonators [3],
[6], [7], and they demonstrated the anomalous refraction for
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this medium. Various aspects of this class of metamaterials
are now being studied by several groups worldwide, and many
ideas and suggestions for potential applications of these media
have been mentioned (see, e.g., [1]–[52]). As one such idea, in
some of our previous studies, we theoretically suggested the
possibility of having thin subwavelength cavity resonators in
which a layer of the DNG medium is paired with a layer of
conventional material (i.e., a “double-positive” (DPS) medium)
[36]–[38]. By exploiting the antiparallel nature of the phase
velocity and Poynting vectors in a DNG slab, we theoretically
found the possibility of resonant modes in electrically thin
parallel-plate structures containing such DNG–DPS bilayer
structures [36]–[38]. Following those studies, a first set of
preliminary results and ideas for the guided modes in a par-
allel-plate waveguide containing a pair of DNG and DPS slabs
was presented in [37] and [38]. Later in [40], we showed the
effects of the anomalous mode coupling between DNG and
DPS open waveguides located parallel to, and in proximity
of, each other. Some other research groups have also explored
certain aspects of waveguides involving DNG media. Among
those, one may mention the work reported in [47]–[51].
Most of the work in the area of metamaterials reported in the
recent literature has thus far been concerned with the wave in-
teraction with DNG media. However, “single-negative” (SNG)
materials in which only one of the material parameters, not both,
has a negative real value may also possess interesting properties
when they are paired in a conjugate manner. These media in-
clude the epsilon-negative (ENG) media, in which the real part
of permittivity is negative, but the real permeability is positive,
and the mu-negative (MNG) media, in which the real part of
permeability is negative, but the real permittivity is positive.
For instance, the idea of constructing an effective LH medium
by having layers of SNG media has been explored by Fredkin
and Ron in [46]. We have analyzed in detail the wave interac-
tion with a pair of juxtaposed ENG and MNG slabs, showing
interesting properties such as resonances, transparency, anoma-
lous tunneling, and zero reflection [44]. Using appropriate dis-
tributed circuit elements in the transmission-line model for the
pair of ENG–MNG layers, we have theoretically explained the
unusual field behavior in these paired ENG–MNG structures
and we have shown that such lossless pairs may exhibit “in-
terface resonance” phenomena, even though each slab alone
does not manifest such an effect [44]. Therefore, suitably cou-
pled SNG media may offer exciting possibilities in the design
of future devices and components, and since only one of their
parameters needs to be negative in a given frequency range, it
0018-9480/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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is conceivable that they may conceptually be constructed more
easily than DNG media, for which both parameters should pos-
sess negative real parts in a given band of frequencies. For in-
stance, a collisionless isotropic plasma, whose permittivity may
be negative at frequencies below the plasma frequency [53] is,
indeed, an ENG medium at those frequencies.
As a further contribution to the topic of wave interaction
with SNG and DNG media, here we present the results of our
theoretical analysis of parallel-plate waveguiding structures
filled with pairs of layers made of any two of ENG, MNG,
DPS, and DNG materials, exploring possible unconventional
features that depend on the choice of the constitutive pa-
rameters. In our analysis, these materials are assumed to be
lossless, homogeneous, and isotropic. In this paper, we show
that by juxtaposing “conjugate” materials, i.e., materials with
complementary electromagnetic properties, unusual features
may be achieved in such guiding structures. For example, the
possibility of monomodal propagation in arbitrarily thick par-
allel-plate waveguides filled with a pair of ENG–MNG layers
and modes with no-cutoff thickness is highlighted. Although
the structures considered here are the parallel-plate waveguides
filled with SNG and DNG media, their features may indeed
provide physical insights into exciting ideas and characteristics
for other waveguide geometries filled with such metamaterials,
with potential applications in the design of future devices and
components.
A special note regarding the dispersive nature of these meta-
materials is in order here. It is important to note that passive
SNG and DNG metamaterials, in which permittivity and/or per-
meability may have negative real parts, are inherently disper-
sive [1], [42]. (The idea of active metamaterials in which nega-
tive parameters may conceptually occur over a relatively larger
band of frequency is discussed by Tretyakov in [20].) Therefore,
for passive metamaterials, the real parts of the material param-
eters may be negative only over a certain band of frequencies
and, thus, their values may significantly vary with the frequency.
As a result, one should, in general, take into account the fre-
quency dependence of such material parameters. However, here,
in order to emphasize the salient features of this type of waveg-
uides without resorting to an unnecessary complexity, we fix the
frequency of operation and we consider the values of permit-
tivity and permeability of SNG, DNG, and DPS materials at this
given frequency. All other parameters of the waveguide such as
layer thicknesses and longitudinal wavenumbers may arbitrarily
vary.
II. GEOMETRY AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We consider a parallel-plate waveguide, made of two infin-
itely extent perfectly electric conducting plates separated by the
distance , as shown in Fig. 1. This waveguide is
filled with a pair of parallel layers made of any two of ENG,
MNG, DNG, and DPS materials. A monochromatic time–har-
monic variation is assumed. The two slabs are character-
ized by their thicknesses and , and constitutive parameters
and , which are assumed real, but no assumption on
their signs has yet been made. The Cartesian coordinate system
is shown in Fig. 1 and is chosen as the direction of
propagation of guided modes.
Fig. 1. Geometry of the parallel-plate waveguide filled with a pair of layers
made of any two of ENG, MNG, DNG, and DPS materials.
Imposing appropriate boundary conditions at and
, the electric- and magnetic-field expressions for the
mode may be written as
(1)
(2)
where is the mode amplitude, determined by the excitation,
and with for . The
corresponding expressions for the modes may be easily
obtained (not shown here). For ENG and MNG slabs, where one
of the material parameters is negative, we have , and for
propagating modes with real , the transverse wavenumber
is always imaginary. However, for DPS and DNG slabs,
and the transverse wavenumber may be real or imaginary,
depending on the value of . The field expressions in (1) and
(2) and the corresponding expressions for the TM case, however,
remain valid for any of these cases. (For simplicity, heretoafter
we drop the superscript “ ” in and ). By applying
the boundary conditions for the tangential components of the
electric and magnetic fields at the interface , one finds the
following two dispersion relations for the TE and TM modes,
respectively:
(3)
(4)
Depending on the choice of material parameters, the above
dispersion relations reveal interesting characteristics for the
guided modes present in this waveguide. In the following
sections, we will discuss some of the features of propagating
guided modes for various pairs of ENG, MNG, DPS, and/or
DNG slabs filling this guiding structure.
III. PAIRS OF SNG SLABS: ENG–MNG, ENG–ENG, AND
MNG–MNG PAIRS
For a pair of ENG and MNG slabs,
and and, thus, and .
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For propagating modes, and should be real-valued
quantities and, thus, we have purely imag-
inary for . The dispersion relations (3) and (4) for the
TE and TM modes can then be rewritten, respectively, as
(5)
(6)
For the case at hand where one slab is a lossless ENG and
the other is a lossless MNG, our goal is to find the conditions
under which we may obtain real-valued solutions for the lon-
gitudinal wavenumber . Due to the monotonic behavior and
asymptotic limit of the hyperbolic tangent and cotangent func-
tions with real argument in (5) and (6), we expect to observe
interesting dispersion characteristics. First, because (5) and (6)
are indeed valid for any pair of SNG materials, we notice that
if and have the same sign, (5) may not have any real-
valued solution for . Likewise, if and have the same
sign, we may not have any TM mode with real from (6).
This is not surprising since, for the case of the ENG–ENG or
MNG–MNG pair, where permittivities and permeabilities have
the same signs, i.e., and , the wavenumber in
the bulk paired materials is always imaginary. However, when
we have a so-called “conjugate” pair, i.e., a pair of ENG and
MNG slabs in this waveguide, both sides of (5) and (6) have
the same sign and, thus, it is possible to have real-valued so-
lutions for and . This unusual feature is consistent
with our previous findings on free-space plane-wave interaction
with a pair of ENG–MNG slabs [44], in which we have shown
the interesting “interface resonance” behavior between such two
slabs. In order to gain some physical insights into the possible
real-valued solutions of (5) and (6), let us assume that, for a
given set of material parameters for the two slabs, the thickness
of the ENG slab is known and fixed, and we then wish to
find the MNG slab thickness such that attains a specific
real value. This can be found by rearranging (5) and (6) as
(7)
(8)
Obviously, a physical solution for exists only if the
argument of the inverse hyperbolic tangent function in the
above equations is between zero and unity, which suggests that
not for every arbitrary pair of and we will be able to find
a solution for . However, when this condition is fulfilled, the
solution for is unique due to the monotonic (nonperiodic)
behavior of the hyperbolic tangent function. Specifically, for
a given set of parameters for the pair of ENG and MNG slabs
and a fixed , there may only be one value for when
a given real value for is desired and, similarly, there
may only be one value for when is given. These
features are in contrast with those of propagating modes in a
conventional waveguide filled with a pair of DPS–DPS slabs,
where one has multiple solutions for due to the periodic
behavior of the fields in the transverse section. Furthermore,
in the ENG–MNG waveguide, the field components vary as
hyperbolic sinusoidal functions in the transverse plane, and
they are mostly concentrated around the ENG–MNG interface.
As will be shown in Section IV, similar field distributions
and concentration near the interface may be observed in the
DPS–DNG waveguides when , as also
observed by Nefedov and Tretyakov in [49]. There are other
interesting properties in the DPS–DNG waveguides that may
resemble those of the ENG–MNG waveguides discussed here.
More will be mentioned on this similarity in Sections IV and V.
The conditions for having the arguments of the inverse hy-
perbolic tangent functions in (7) and (8) less than unity may be
explicitly given as
(9)
(10)
If the terms on the right-hand side of (9) and (10) are greater
than unity, then any values of and , no matter how
large or small, may satisfy these inequalities. However, if the
right-hand terms are below the unity, then only certain limited
ranges of and may fulfill (9) and (10). It is interesting
to note that, due to the symmetric nature of the dispersion rela-
tions, when is limited to a finite range, will have a unique
solution between zero and infinity and, vice versa, if is lim-
ited, then may find a unique solution in that infinite range.
In other words, for any given (for TE or TM), only one of the
two corresponding thicknesses and may be confined to a
finite range of variation.
One special case, namely, when the right-hand side of (9) or
(10) becomes unity, deserves a particular attention since, in such
a case, neither , nor is limited to a finite range of variation.
The values of that may provide this special condition is ex-
plicitly given by
(11)
(12)
where we recall that and for the ENG
and MNG slabs. When, with proper choices of material pa-
rameters, or are real-valued quantities, they repre-
sent the wavenumbers for the TE or TM surface wave that may
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exist along the interface of the two semi-infinite lossless ENG
and MNG media. These relations are formally similar to the
wavenumber expressions for the surface waves supported at the
interface of the DPS and DNG half-spaces described in [19] and
[41]. (Strictly speaking, in the latter case, (11) and (12) repre-
sent the wavenumbers of surface waves only if these values of
are real and greater than both and of the DPS and
DNG media. In the ENG–MNG case, however, since and
are both imaginary, as long as either of these is real, a sur-
face wave may propagate.) From (11) and (12), the conditions
for a given interface between ENG and MNG media to support
a TE or TM surface wave can be expressed as
or
or (13)
where denotes the intrinsic impedance of the
medium, which is an imaginary quantity for ENG and MNG
materials. As an aside, we note that conditions (13) imply that
no interface may support both TE and TM surface waves, i.e.,
either a TE or a TM surface wave may be supported, but not
both.
Fig. 2 presents the TE dispersion diagram of such an
ENG–MNG waveguide for two different sets of material
parameters. One striking feature of these diagrams, as already
mentioned, is the single valueness of for a given set of
and . In order to understand these figures better, we first
discuss some special limits.
A. Thick Waveguides
At one extreme, let us assume and to be large.
Equations (5) and (6) may then be simplified as
(14)
(15)
which are independent of the slab thicknesses. Solving these
equations for and , we obtain and , as given
in (11) and (12), respectively. This is physically justified since,
for and , the waveguide walls are far
apart from the interface between the two slabs, and because the
fields are concentrated around this interface, the ENG–MNG
pair effectively behaves as two semi-infinite regions. Therefore,
provided that a mode is supported by such a thick structure (and
this depends on whether the interface may support a surface
wave), this mode should resemble such a surface wave. This
may be seen in Fig. 2(b), where we note that, in the limit of
very large and , the wavenumber approaches
the value given in (11). It is worth noting that the curved line,
beyond which the dispersion diagram in Fig. 2(b) “stops” and
along which it diverges, is defined by the boundary of the region
satisfying (9). Beyond this region, for a given pair of and ,
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Dispersion diagram for the TE mode in an ENG–MNG
waveguide, illustrating the relationship among normalized d ; d ,
and normalized real-valued  , as described in (7) for two sets of
material parameters for a pair of ENG–MNG slabs at a given frequency:
(a) when " =  2" ;  =  ; " = 3" ;  =  2 and (b) when
" =  5" ;  = 2 ; " = 2" ;  =   . The set of material parameters
chosen in (a) does not allow a TE surface wave at the ENG–MNG interface,
while the set chosen in (b) does. The value of d is given by (18).
no real solution for may be obtained from (7). Analogous
features may be observed for the TM case.
B. Thin Waveguides
If the thicknesses and are assumed to be very
small, (3) and (4) may be approximated by
(16)
(17)
where is a shorthand for and, obviously, should always
be a positive quantity. We note the fact that these approximate
expressions are valid for thin waveguides loaded with any pair
of slabs since they have been obtained directly from (3) and
(4). This point is physically justified considering the fact that,
in thin waveguides, the transverse behavior of the field, which
determines the possibility of a mode to propagate, is similar
for DPS, DNG, and SNG materials since the hyperbolic and
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trigonometric sinusoidal functions have somewhat similar be-
havior in the limit of small arguments.
For a thin waveguide filled with a pair of DPS–DPS
layers (and similarly with a pair of ENG–ENG, DPS–ENG,
MNG–MNG, DNG–MNG, or DNG–DNG layers), (16) may
never be satisfied because, for these pairs, and,
thus, no TE mode may propagate in such a thin waveguide, as
expected. On the other hand, (17) will provide the approximate
value for of the dominant TM mode if turns out to
be a real quantity for a given set of and material parameters.
We note that depends on the ratio of layer thicknesses, not
on the total thickness. Therefore, this TM mode has no-cutoff
thickness, i.e., there is not a thickness below which the TM
mode may not propagate. For a DPS–DPS or DNG–DNG thin
waveguide, this TM mode exists for any ratio , and its is
sandwiched between and , which are effectively the two
limits of (17) for and , respectively. This implies
that the TM field distribution in the transverse section of a
DPS–DPS or DNG–DNG thin waveguide has to be expressed
using the exponential functions in one of the two slabs (in the
one with smaller wavenumber) and the sinusoidal functions
in the other slab. The allowable ranges of variation of
in (17) in terms of are shown in Fig. 3 for various pairs of
slabs. As shown in this figure, the ENG–MNG pair behaves
differently: the existence of a no-cutoff dominant TM mode
is restricted to the waveguides with in the range between
and . However, its wavenumber is not
restricted to any interval, i.e., an ENG–MNG waveguide may
have a dominant no-cutoff TM mode with ranging from
zero to infinity (Fig. 3).
Considering the TE case, a thin waveguide with a pair of
ENG–MNG slabs (or also a pair of DNG–ENG, DPS–MNG,
or DPS–DNG slabs) has and, thus, (16) may be
satisfied for a certain value of . Equation (16) seems to be ef-
fectively independent of . However, we should note that, in
such a limit, the wavenumber of the guided mode may es-
sentially attain any real value, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a) and
(b) around the region where and . In
such a limit, no matter how thin these layers are [as long as they
satisfy (16)], one (and only one) propagating mode may exist.
In other words, this waveguide does not have a cutoff thickness
for the TE modes. This feature represents a generalization of the
analysis for the DPS–DNG thin cavity shown in [36]–[38]. For
thin layers of ENG and MNG slabs, when and are selected
to satisfy (16), the particular solution for , which is unique,
may be obtained by solving (5).
Another interesting feature to note in Fig. 2 is the relationship
between and at , which is the case of a one-dimen-
sional cavity filled with the ENG–MNG pair. When is chosen
to be large, will approach the finite limit given by
(18)
provided that (which is the case for the
parameters used in Fig. 2). This relation is obviously the same
for both polarizations since their behaviors coincide when
. Depending on the choice of the material parameters,
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.  of the dominant TM mode for thin waveguides filled with a pair
of DPS–DPS, ENG–MNG, or DPS–DNG slabs versus   d =d . In (a),
the material parameters are chosen such that " = 2" ;  =  ; " =
3" ;  =  for which jk j > jk j. In (b), the two slabs have been
interchanged, i.e., slabs 1 and 2 in (a) are now slabs 2 and 1 in (b), respectively,
thus, jk j < jk j. Here, we are concerned only with the positive real solutions
for  , but its negative real solutions are simply obtained by flipping its sign.
for a fixed , when we increase from zero the thickness
usually does not show local minima or maxima, but it mono-
tonically decreases or increases, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a) and
(b), respectively. This feature implies the existence of a single
mode in such an ENG–MNG waveguide for a given set of
and . It is important to point out that such a monomodal
characteristic is effectively independent of the waveguide total
thickness. For instance, from Fig. 2(a), we can see that, for a
given and a specific allowable , thickness may be
chosen very large, resulting in a thick waveguide. However, still
only one single mode is propagating in such a thick waveguide.
This feature, not present in a conventional waveguide, may be
potentially employed for possible applications in the design of
monomodal waveguides with a large aperture. It can be shown
that the monomodality property is present in any ENG–MNG
waveguide, whose interface (between the ENG and MNG
media) may support a surface wave [and, therefore, satisfies
(13)] and in most (although not all) of the other ENG–MNG
waveguides whose interface may not support a surface wave.
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IV. PAIRS OF DNG AND DPS SLABS: DPS–DNG, DPS–DPS,
AND DNG–DNG PAIRS
Here, we highlight some of the features of guided modes in
the parallel-plate waveguides filled with various pairs of DPS
and DNG layers, and then compare and contrast these features
with those of the waveguides with SNG pairs mentioned in Sec-
tion III. Here, for lossless DPS and DNG slabs, we have
and, thus, for . First, we consider the
special limit of “thin” waveguides.
A. Thin Waveguides
In many regards, as outlined above, various features of
the thin DPS–DNG waveguide resemble those of the thin
ENG–MNG waveguide. In fact, (16) and (17) again provide
the approximate dispersion relations for the TE and TM modes
in the DPS–DNG case. The TE polarization in this case is
thoroughly equivalent with that of the thin ENG–MNG case.
However, the TM mode here deserves further discussion. As
may be seen from Fig. 3, the range of variation of in
the thin DPS–DNG waveguide indeed differs from the ones
in the thin ENG–MNG and standard DPS–DPS waveguides.
Here, may attain values only outside the interval between
and (effectively “complementary” to the standard
DPS–DPS case, where is in this interval), and should
also be outside the range between and . The
fact that thin waveguides loaded with “conjugate” pairs of
metamaterials (e.g., DPS–DNG or ENG–MNG) may support
nonlimited , may offer interesting possibilities in designing
very thin resonant cavities, as already proposed in [36]–[38],
for which when , or for very thin waveg-
uides having guided modes with high . A similar observation
regarding the possibility of to be very large has also been
made by Nefedov and Tretyakov in [49].
B. Waveguides With Arbitrary Thickness
As mentioned earlier, the wavenumbers and assume real
values in lossless DPS and DNG layers. Therefore, one may
consider the following three distinct intervals for the longitu-
dinal wavenumber .
1) : In this interval, the transverse
wavenumbers and are both real. Equations (3) and (4)
may then be rearranged as follows to express the value of in
terms of other parameters:
(19)
(20)
where is an integer. From these equations, we note that, for
a given set of material parameters, when and are fixed, the
thickness for which a mode is supported has infinite solutions
in DPS–DPS, DPS–DNG, and DNG–DNG waveguides.
2) : For
, (19) and (20) are modified as
(21)
(22)
(If , similar expressions may be obtained, but
in this case, and will be expressed in terms of inverse
hyperbolic tangent functions and, thus, will be single-valued.)
It should be mentioned that the minus sign in the argument of
the inverse tangent functions has disappeared in (22). This is re-
lated to the fact that, in the thin waveguide approximation dis-
cussed earlier, a DPS–DPS waveguide may support a dominant
no-cutoff TM mode in this range , while a
thin DPS–DNG waveguide may not (see Fig. 3). In fact, if we
take the limit of (22) for to be very small, we will obtain
and, when (DPS–DNG case), the first admissible
value for is unity, which implies that cannot be arbi-
trarily small and, thus, not allowing a dominant TM mode with
in the range for a thin DPS–DNG wave-
guide.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows plots of the lowest admissible
values of normalized from (19) and (21) for a given set of
material parameters as a function of normalized and
for the TE case. The parameters have been chosen so that
. (Analogous corresponding results may be obtained
if .) Panels (a) and (b) are for the DPS–DPS and
DPS–DNG cases, respectively. It is important to reiterate that
in (19)–(22) are multivalued for any given set of parame-
ters and, thus, the plots of should be multibranched. (An
example of such multibranched plots is shown in Fig. 4(c),
which is for the DPS–DNG waveguide of Fig. 4(b).) However,
Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows only the lowest positive values of
for given parameters. The discontinuities observed are due to
the jumps from one branch of to another in order to attain
the lowest value for ; however, each branch of by itself
is indeed continuous, as evident from Fig. 4(c). We can see
from Fig. 4(a), where we have standard DPS–DPS waveguides,
that as , the lowest admissible value of to support
a mode approaches a nonzero value of , and this value
expectedly becomes infinitely large as since .
When , on the other hand, the value of satisfies
the relation , where
is a positive integer. This locus can be clearly seen in Fig. 4.
Thus, in a DPS–DPS waveguide, obviously no TE mode may
exist if , which implies
that, as is well known, there is a constraint on the minimum
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 4. Lowest admissible values of normalized d as a function of normalized d and  for: (a) a DPS–DPS waveguide and (b) a DPS–DNG waveguide.
" = 2;  = 1; " = 3;  = 3, TE case. In this case k < k . (c) The multibranched values of d for the case in (b). (b) is essentially taken from (c), i.e.,
only the lowest values of d are shown in (b).
total thickness of any DPS–DPS waveguide in order to have a
TE mode. For DPS–DNG waveguides, however, the situation
differs markedly: because a DNG slab may act as a phase
compensator [36], effectively canceling the phase delay of a
DPS slab, a DPS–DNG waveguide may have a TE mode as
both and approach zero, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b) and
(c). The constraint is on the ratio of the transverse phase delays
in the two slabs, not on their sum. For the thin waveguide
approximation, in a similar way, this constraint is manifested
as the ratio , not the sum , and it is described
in (16) and (17). This is reflected in the slope of the curve in
Fig. 4(b) in the vicinity of and . The locus for
has the same expression as in the DPS–DPS case, but
here, in may also be zero. However, in
Fig. 4(b), we note that as , the lowest positive value
of does not become infinitely large. This can be understood
by evaluating the limit of (21) for as follows:
(23)
For a DPS–DNG waveguide, where is a positive
quantity, the smallest positive value for from (23) is ob-
tained when . This is, indeed, what we see in Fig. 4(b) in
the neighborhood of . Upper branches of [not
shown in Fig. 4(b), but shown in Fig. 4(c)], for which , ap-
proach as due to the term .
In the DPS–DPS case, the term is a negative quantity
and, therefore, the lowest value of in (23) is obtained when
, which causes as for every
branch.
Another interesting information to obtain from Fig. 4 is the
relationship between and when . This “ cut” in
these figures represents the dispersion characteristics of a cavity
resonator filled with a pair of DPS–DPS layers [see Fig. 4(a)]
and DPS–DNG layers [see Fig. 4(b)]. The possibility of having
a thin sub-wavelength cavity resonator with a pair of thin DPS
and DNG slabs may be seen in Fig. 4(b) for , as
and .
Fig. 5 presents the corresponding plots for the TM case. Sim-
ilar to Fig. 4, in these plots, the lowest admissible values of nor-
malized from (20) and (22) are shown as a function of nor-
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but TM polarization.
malized and . The material parameters are the same as
in Fig. 4, and are chosen such that . Some of the
main differences between the TE and TM modes can be ob-
served by comparing these two figures. For instance, we note
the expected presence of a no-cutoff dominant TM mode in the
thin DPS–DPS waveguide in Fig. 5(a) for
and , and the absence of this mode in the thin
DPS–DNG case in Fig. 5(b) in the range .
We also see the variation of with in the limit of
in the range for the DPS–DPS
case in Fig. 5(a), and in the range for the DPS–DNG
case in Fig. 5(b), all according to (17) and Fig. 3. In particular,
we notice that, in thin DPS–DPS waveguides, the ratio
attains all real values from zero to , as varies in the
admissible interval between and [see Fig. 5(a)], whereas
in the thin DPS–DNG case, when [see Fig. 5(b)], the
ratio varies from (when ) to (when
), and when (not shown here) the ratio
goes from zero (when ) to (when ),
all consistent with (17) and Fig. 3.
3) : In a conventional DPS–DPS wave-
guide, one may not have a guided mode with real-valued in
this range. The same is true for a DNG–DNG waveguide. How-
ever, if one of the slabs is made of a lossless material with one
and/or both of its permittivity and permeability negative, it will
then be possible to have a TE and/or a TM guided mode, as
shown below. For this range of , the dispersion relations in (3)
and (4) may be rewritten as follows:
(24)
(25)
These equations are analogous to (7) and (8) derived for the
ENG–MNG waveguide, and they exhibit similar features. (The
following section will give further insights into this analogy.) In
both cases, with and the field distributions in
the transverse plane are in terms of hyperbolic sinusoidal func-
tions and, in both cases, is single-valued. The characteristics
of the surface waves are also similar in both waveguides, and
the formal expressions for and in (11) and (12) are
still valid in the DPS–DNG case with appropriate values for the
material parameters.
It can be shown that, at the interface of any given pair of
semi-infinite DPS–DNG media, either a TE or a TM surface
wave, but not both, may exist under the conditions
or
or (26)
which are more stringent than the corresponding conditions (13)
obtained for SNG media since, in this case, we need to impose
the additional constraint . Fig. 6 presents
the TE and TM cases for in the same waveguides of
Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) filled with a pair of DPS and DNG slabs.
Here again, the plots are single-branched since is single-
valued, similar to the ENG–MNG waveguide. For this choice of
material parameters, no surface wave is supported. In Fig. 6(a),
for any value of sat-
isfying , implying that, for any given set of and
, we can find a positive real-valued solution for . It can be
observed that, in the thin waveguide approximation, a TE mode
exists, and the ratio again follows (16). Moreover, for any
given , the solution for is monotonically decreasing with
in this region, suggesting that this DPS–DNG waveguide is
monomodal regardless of its total thickness in this range, similar
to the case of ENG–MNG waveguides described in Section III.
In this case, however, generally the DPS–DNG waveguide may
also support a finite number of modes with . We note
that, in Fig. 6(a), may attain any large value, still maintaining
the monomodal property in this range, whereas is limited to
a finite range to support this single mode.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Normalized d in terms of normalized d and , in the region  >
k , for TE modes in the waveguide filled with a pair of DPS and DNG slabs
with material parameters given as shown in Fig. 4(b), where k < k . (b) The
TM case. For this choice of material parameters, the DPS–DNG interface does
not support a TE or TM surface wave.
Fig. 6(b) shows the plot for the TM polarization in the same
DPS–DNG waveguide. In the thin waveguide limit, a no-cutoff
TM mode is supported for all values of in the range ,
following (17), and covering the other admissible values for
complementary to the range shown in Fig. 5(b) and in agreement
with Fig. 3. The plot in Fig. 6(b) is only available in the region
where the inequality (10) is fulfilled, beyond which does not
have a physical solution. At the boundary, where
(27)
the value of approaches .
It is important to point out that, in Fig. 6(b), for a given set of
and , we may have two different modes supported in this
range due to the nonmonotonic behavior of the boundary (27)
in the plane. In other words, for a given set of material
parameters and slab thicknesses, TM modes in this case may
possess two distinct solutions for . This anomalous
behavior can be present only in waveguides filled with a pair of
materials that do not support any surface wave at their interface,
as is the case in Fig. 6(b). However, as can be seen from Fig. 6(a),
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. (a) Normalized d in terms of normalized d and , in the region  >
k , for TE modes in the waveguide filled with a pair of DPS and DNG slabs with
material parameters " = 3" ;  = 2 ; " =  " ;  =  3 , where
k < k . For this choice of material parameters, the DPS–DNG interface does
support a TE surface wave. (b) Corresponding quantities for the TM modes in
the waveguide filled with " =  2" ;  =   ; " = " ;  = 3 , where
k < k , for which the DPS–DNG interface does support a TM surface wave.
it is clear that the TE case is different: for any , the behavior
of , in this case, is monotonic with since the solution for
starts from a nonzero value and decreases monotonically to
zero when .
When the interface can support a surface wave, the situation
is different. Fig. 7(a) reveals corresponding information for the
TE mode for in a DPS–DNG waveguide filled with ma-
terials that support a TE surface wave at their interface. (The
region would be consistent with the results shown ear-
lier.) In this case, however, the asymptote generated by the sur-
face wave modifies the plots in the range . The exis-
tence of a no-cutoff TE mode in the thin waveguide approx-
imation is clearly shown in this figure near the region where
and . Condition (10) again provides the allow-
able region for given sets of and . The monomodality in this
range is also evident from this figure. The TM polarization for a
DPS–DNG waveguide supporting a TM surface wave is shown
in Fig. 7(b). Here also, the existence of the asymptotic behavior
due to the surface wave provides a certain specific variation for
. In particular, we note that the monomodality in the range
is present in this case.
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V. MORE ON THE ANALOGY BETWEEN MODES IN THE
ENG–MNG AND DPS–DNG WAVEGUIDES
As seen in Sections III and IV, several properties of the
modes with in DPS–DNG waveguides
resemble the modal characteristics in ENG–MNG waveguides.
The reason behind this similarity can be found in the trans-
mission-line analogy for ENG, MNG, DNG, and DPS media
discussed in [44] and [52]. In those papers, we have shown
how, in many aspects, DPS and DNG media behave similarly to
SNG materials when an evanescent wave is considered inside
these media.
One may suggest the following heuristic transformations,
which map a given SNG material [with parameters ]
with propagation wavenumber into an equivalent problem
involving a DPS or DNG material with equivalent parameters
and :
(28)
In the above mapping, from SNG materials to DPS and DNG
materials, always maps to values greater than . These
transformations suggest that for a given ENG–MNG waveguide
with material parameters and
and slab thicknesses and , the behavior of the disper-
sion plot for any given set of and (for TE and TM
polarizations) is equivalent to the one of a suitably designed
DPS–DNG waveguided in the region . It
can be shown that, in this case, the mapping is given by the
following conditions on the material parameters:
(29)
when the slab thicknesses remain the same as and .
The “equivalent” wavenumber for the guided mode in such
a DPS–DNG waveguide may be expressed in terms of the
parameters of the original ENG–MNG waveguide as
(30)
which is obviously greater than both and in the DPS
and DNG slabs. An analogous “inverse transformation” may
map any given DPS–DNG waveguide operating in the region
to an equivalent ENG–MNG waveguide.
From (29) and (30), some other analogies between the pairs of
SNG layers with the pairs of DPS and DNG layers may be sum-
marized as follows.
1) ENG–ENG waveguides: for any , their dispersion rela-
tions are equivalent to: a) (TE case), a DPS–DPS wave-
guide with and, thus, no propagating
mode is available and b) (TM case), a DNG–DNG wave-
guide with and, again, no propagating
mode may exist.
2) MNG–MNG waveguides: for similar reasons, no propa-
gating mode may exist in such waveguides.
3) ENG–MNG waveguides: for any , their dispersion re-
lations are similar to the DPS–DNG waveguides with
for both polarizations. As shown in
Sections III and IV, these waveguides may be designed to
be monomodal, regardless of their total thickness.
4) DPS–ENG waveguides: when , their dis-
persion diagrams are equivalent to: a) (TE case), a
DPS–DPS waveguide with and b) (TM
case), a DPS–DNG waveguide with .
When , they become equivalent to: a) (TE
case), an ENG–MNG waveguide and b) (TM case),
an MNG–MNG waveguide, both not supporting any
propagating mode.
5) DPS–MNG, DNG–ENG, DNG–MNG waveguides: cor-
responding results can be obtained by using duality. In
particular, we note that the presence of a no-cutoff TM
mode in a standard DPS–DPS waveguide implies
, and this waveguide may then be regarded as a
DPS–MNG waveguide, which allows no-cutoff solutions,
following (17), for any .
These and other analogies may be verified with the results of
the previous sections. A set of analyses employing this trans-
mission-line analogy as applied specifically to the waveguide
geometries has been presented in [52].
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed various properties of
guided modes in parallel-plate waveguides filled with pairs
of layers made of any two of the lossless ENG, MNG, DPS,
and DNG materials. We have shown that, depending on the
way of pairing these materials and the choice of the material
parameters, one may obtain modal features that differ signifi-
cantly from those of guided modes in conventional DPS–DPS
waveguides. Among several important characteristics, we note
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the presence of TM and TE modes with no-cutoff thickness
in the limit of thin DPS–DNG and ENG–MNG waveg-
uides, the possibility of monomodality in thick ENG–MNG
waveguides, and in DPS–DNG waveguides for slow modes
with , and the presence of modes with
wavenumber greater than the wavenumbers of both layers.
These features may provide potential applications in the
design of novel devices and components, such as ultra-thin
waveguides, thinner than diffraction-limited size, capable of
supporting both TM and TE modes, single-mode thick fibers
with less restriction and more flexibility on the fiber thickness,
and very thin cavity resonators.
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